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Our take on the Babylon debacle…
I promised to explain my reasoning for closing my bakery, You loaf: We bake; a
decision I took a<er the Babylon update. Now, let me try to do this as succinctly
as possible…
I must say I really enjoyed running my liDle Tezos bakery. I spent signiﬁcant Hme
and money ironing out the teething problems and was rewarded when it almost
ran itself for ages without freezing and I had at least 100% upHme for 98 of the
137 cycles for which I had external delegators.
What did I like about the Tezos protocol? It's a diﬀerent type of blockchain,
based on a funcHonal language meaning that new protocols or upgrades can be
injected, but only once roll holders have approved them by way of a vote.
The Athens upgrade went through exactly on plan: all we had to do was run the
new baker downloaded from github; and then run a new endorser and accuser
in parallel with the old one unHl the new protocol went through and baking
automaHcally transferred to the new baker. It all happened seamlessly, we were
able to prepare before the upgrade and it went through smoothly.
I liked the ideas around Babylon; the upgrades were good but it was raHonal to
wait unHl the last minute to decide which way to vote. I voted yes to the iniHal
proposal.
….conHnued overleaf
NOTE: We’ve paid out all rewards including future rewards; but have stopped
baking so make sure you have delegated your @zzies elsewhere.
TLDR take-away: Tezos is failing to deliver liveness and decentraliza:on.
Un:l these issues are resolved I cannot commit resources to this project
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But, during tesHng a bug was discovered. In retrospect; roll holders should have voted no to the upgrade;
gone back to the drawing board and ﬁxed the Babylon protocol. Instead it was just patched; I think this was
a bad mistake. It went live too quickly and without the required tesHng. We mustn’t forget it’s sHll early days
for the Tezos test network and bugs are inevitable. I’m OK with this and accepted it; voHng YES to the
upgrade as the bug was believed to be small.
I did the upgrade as I was meant to; I conHnued to run both bakers. I was due to ﬂy out for a business trip;
but I prepared everything beforehand. I waited for Cycle 159 to ﬁnish…the new baker and endorser started
up as expected. I had to leave to make my ﬂight on Hme…but a few hours later imagine my shock when I
saw I was missing endorsements. I hopped online and it turned out that there were other bugs. Both my
partner and I were away from the node so there was nothing we could do. I guess I could have travelled
back home to download the new update but I would sHll have missed at least 1/3 of a cycle; aﬀecHng the
100% performance I had worked so hard to achieve.
What’s the upshot? The whole point of voHng for a new protocol was basically thrown out the window and
a patch issued in a rush. But, what if someone saw a gap, hiding a subtle bug in the protocol?… and then
suggesHng a quick ﬁx; with hidden malware ge_ng through because of the urgency to get the network back
up and running. BAM – network compromised. This may seem unlikely; but in my mind the Tezos network’s
founding principles were designed to avoid such risks.
There’s another issue: I was running my producHon node as a full archive node, allowing me to accurately
calculate rewards. When I returned from my trip, I tried to stop my node and the context was corrupted. Resyncing it could have taken up to a week. One way of ge_ng around this was to download a snapshot: but
whose snapshot? Doesn’t this ﬂy in the face of “verify don’t trust” of a decentralized network? Tezos
probably got away with it this Hme; I’m not saying the network was compromised but it’s most deﬁnitely an
aDack vector.
I know that bakers much bigger than YL:WB were not calculaHng their rewards but relying on tzscan; I used
tzscan – but only to double check that my calculated rewards were the same [see my tools on github:
hBps://github.com/Ulysseus]. I am disappointed in those bakers who compromised the integrity of the
system by depending enHrely on tzscan, and didn’t check rewards for themselves. I’m not in any way
suggesHng that tzscan was not up to the job: I checked every cycle against it and didn't pick up any
diﬀerences. My point: What if tzscan was hacked and compromised?
What are concluding thoughts?
I wish the Tezos community all the best; I was very happy to help them bootstrap and get the network
started and I did preDy well at it! But a blockchain is about unstoppable uncensorable transacHons. It’s clear
that Tezos is sHll some way away from reaching this point and this is probably a good Hme to take a step
back, reﬂect on the events of the past week and realign the ecosystem to its founding principles.
I worked extremely hard to improve my staHsHcs to a long-standing 100% a<er a shaky start. I implemented
a number of backup systems, but was defenseless when things fell apart last week.
I’m not alone: I’ve noHced a number of bakers throwing in the towel, which is bad for the decentralizaHon of
Tezos. I think they need some serious self-introspecHon to get back on track and resolve these issues. It’s
tough to see a network, work with those that support you, the loudest voices are not always your friends.
And ﬁnally; thanks to all our delegators for entrusHng your tezzies to us. It’s been a fun ride. Take care and
keep in touch: I’m always ready to chat crypto with like-minded peeps!
Follow me on twiDer for our next gig: @DonTravlos

